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NEW
Updates
This edition reflects multiple significant changes 
from the previous edition. These revisions include 
multiple textual changes, various chapters being 
added or removed, and a new teaching strategy 
integrated into the student and teacher editions. 
The course’s scope and sequence was significantly 
revised to provide an overview of the five regions 
of the United States and a discussion of the history, 
environment, economy, and culture of each 
region. Course objectives have also been added, 
along with numerous feature boxes and literary 
selections.

Because of the nature of these changes, this edition is 
not compatible with its predecessor.

Content Updates

 • Integrated four-step teaching cycle of engage, instruct, apply, 
and assess 

 • Added overall course objectives

 • Added designated hands-on activities for each chapter

 • Added course-long state notebook project

 • Added literary selections corresponding to the state or region 
being discussed 

 • Added age-appropriate biblical worldview discussions

 • Added biblical worldview themes of environment, religion, 
citizenship, economics, and culture 

 • Added suggestions for technology resources

Special Features

 • Feature boxes discussing famous figures, landmarks, music, 
and early cultures

 • Numerous maps, illustrations, infographics, photos, and fun 
facts

 • Full-page art pieces for an enhanced student experience

 • Modified course look and feel consistent with new revisions of 
Heritage 1–3 and other fourth-grade products

Textbook Snapshot
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Phoenix became the permanent capital of Arizona 
in 1889. The capital is on the northern edge of the 
Sonoran Desert by the Salt River. Phoenix and its 
nearby cities belong to an area called the Valley of the 
Sun. The Hohokam people lived in this area first. Some 
of the large irrigation canals they built are still in use 
today.

Phoenix was named for a mythical bird that is said 
to have risen from its own ashes. Phoenix has risen 
from the remains of the Hohokam society to become 
one of the largest US cities.

What power do Arizonans 
have to influence their 
state government?

?

State Flag

State Tree:
palo verde

State Bird:
cactus wren

State Flower:
saguaro blossom
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The Spanish-American 
War and World War I

Spanish-American War
In 1895 Cuba, an island near Florida, was 

ruled by Spain. The Spanish treated the Cubans 
so harshly that the people rebelled. Americans 
disliked the way Cubans were being treated and 
wanted Cuba to be free.

President McKinley did not want to get 
involved. But riots broke out in Havana. 
Americans working with businesses in Cuba 
were at risk. McKinley was forced to protect 
Americans and their property. He sent the USS 
Maine to the island. But a mysterious explosion 
sank the battleship. McKinley tried to end the 
conflict peaceably. But his effort failed, and 
Congress declared war on Spain.

The Spanish-American War was fought in 
the Caribbean and the Philippines, a Spanish 
colony. The US Navy destroyed Spain’s ships in 
the Philippines. At the same time, US troops 
fought Spain in Cuba. Theodore Roosevelt led his 
Rough Riders into Santiago. This forced Spanish 
ships out to sea. There, they were defeated by the 
US Navy. Spain finally surrendered.

As a result of the war, Cuba became a free 
nation. Spain turned over the islands of Puerto 
Rico and Guam to the United States. The United 
States paid Spain $20 million for the Philippine 
Islands.

Why did the United States join World War I??

Cuba in the Spanish-American War
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